Use #2 Pencil Only, 
Fill in Circle Completely

[Course Name] 
Student Team Exercise 
April 2006

Name: __________

PID Number

Grade Components

**Present: Score (Y) YES or (N) NO on attendance. If NO, do not score the four areas.

Rate each group member in each of the following four areas.

1. Preparation: Was student prepared?
   a) Did not prepare
   b) Did some preparation
   c) Clearly had read the references

2) Contribution: Did student contribute productively to group discussion and work?
   a) Made no contribution
   b) Made some contribution to group work
   c) Made significant contributions to group work

3) Respect for others' ideas: Did student encourage others to contribute ideas?
   a) Disrespectful of others
   b) Listened/commented appropriately
   c) Facilitated discussion, encouraged others' contributions

4) Flexibility: Was student flexible when disagreements occurred?
   a) Unwilling to consider ideas of other group members
   b) Was flexible when disagreements occurred

\{Name1\} \{Name2\} \{Name3\} \{Name4\}

\{Name5\} \{Name6\} \{Name7\} \{Name8\} \{Name9\}

\{Name10\} \{Name11\} \{Name12\} \{Name13\} \{Name14\}

*Place any comments on the back of this form*
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